The building was refurbished in 1993 and comprises shared flats with six, four and eight rooms. Kitchen and bathroom facilities are shared in each flat. In the basement there is a room for tools and a party area. Games can be borrowed, too. The hall of residence is situated in the Old Town close to the Karlsruhe University.

Operator
Studierendenwerk Karlsruhe

Places
68 Places

Rent deposit
As with almost all rental contracts, tenants at the Student Union Karlsruhe pay a deposit, the size of which is dependent on the monthly rent. This deposit is not interest bearing. The deposit will generally be cleared two to three months after the end of the rental contract and returned.

Duration of housing
All rental contracts are time limited, generally to six semesters (three years), but in certain cases only for one or two semesters. Extensions are possible in special circumstances.

Internet access
Yes

TV connection
Yes

Shared facilities
Lounge
Washing machines
Dryer
Workshop
Bicycle racks

Shopping and infrastructure (supermarket, post office, bank, etc.)
Shopping opportunities, post office and bank are accessible within five minutes.

Special deals for international students
The international students in residence halls are supervised and supported by residence tutors. [https://www.sw-ka.de/en/internationales/tutorenprogramm/].

Special deals for students with children / families
The Studierendenwerk offers information and help for students with children. Find more information here [http://www.sw-ka.de/en/beratung/studieren_mit_kind/ratgeber_studieren_mit_kind/].

Additional information
The Student Union Karlsruhe has for decades operated student self governance in its student halls. Tenants elect speakers for the student halls, members of the economic commission and tutors. These representatives work voluntary for the student halls and residents and are responsible for leisure activities, events and for information.
Single room

Description
Furnished, some with washbasins.
Rent includes all utility costs.

Price
216 up to 313 EUR / month

Places
62

Two-bedroom flat

Description
Suitable for couples/families.
Rent includes all utility costs.

Price
280 up to 313 EUR / month

Places
6

Standard application procedure

Application requirements
Students from the following institutions are eligible for accommodation in halls of residence operated by the Studierendenwerk Karlsruhe:
- KIT Campus Süd (TH),
- Pädagogische Hochschule Karlsruhe,
- Hochschule für Musik Karlsruhe,
- Staatliche Akademie der Bildenden Künste Karlsruhe,
- Duale Hochschule BW Karlsruhe,
- Hochschule für Gestaltung Karlsruhe,
- Hochschule Karlsruhe - Technik und Wirtschaft,
- Karlsruhmühschule
- Hochschule Pforzheim - Gestaltung, Technik, Wirtschaft und Recht,
- Europäische Konföderation der Oberrheinischen Universitäten (EUCOR): Universität Basel, Université de Haute Alsace/Colmar, Albert-Ludwigs-Universität/Freiburg, Université de Haute Alsace/Mulhouse, Université Louis Pasteur/Strasbourg, Université Marc Bloch/Strasbourg, Université Robert Schuman/Strasbourg

In addition, students who are enrolled at other state or state-recognised higher education institutions as regular students and are carrying out an internship as part of their studies are eligible for accommodation.

Application deadline
Applications are accepted all year round, but at the earliest six months before you want to move in. The application is valid for six months after it has been received by the Studierendenwerk.

Application
Please fill in the online application form [https://tl1host.eu/SWKA/#admission].

Additional information
The rooms in the residence halls are in great demand - especially at the beginning of the semester - and, therefore, are usually fully booked. The waiting list for a room is, unfortunately, very long, so it is strongly recommended that you apply for a room as early as possible. Applications can be submitted up to six months before the desired move-in date.

ADDRESS AND CONTACT
Wohnheim Zähringerstraße 4

Updated 2020-05-02
Operator: Studierendenwerk Karlsruhe
Contact via email [mailto:wohnen@sw-ka.de]
Visit website [http://www.sw-ka.de/en/wohnen/wohnheime_ka/zaehringerstrasse_4/]

Nearest stop/station (public transportation):
Kronenplatz

Copy this link: daad.de/go/en/wf297

Disclaimer: We have taken great care in collecting and evaluating the information provided in the “Student Residence Finder”. However, the DAAD and ContentS assume no responsibility for possible inaccuracies. For binding information and application details, please contact the responsible Studentenwerk.